
KAS Vietnam is looking for
scholarship holders for the term 

2023 - 2024

ADENAUER
 SCHOLARSHIP

APPLICATION
OPEN



KAS is a German political foundation and runs
activities in more than 110 countries. We promote
democracy and participation processes of political
systems, connecting people and ideas and we build

networks for people with ideas.

WHO ARE WE?



The aim of the scholarship is to prepare for your professional

career, grant financial support and facilitate personal

development. You will benefit from various activities such as

visiting the Diplomatic Corps in Hanoi, attending many valuable

events, capacity building opportunities, meeting with high

profiled experts, etc...

HOW WILL
 YOU BENEFIT?



are a full-time Master student at DAV

have minimum IELTS of 6.5

have good English communication skills

have good understanding of international relations, foreign and

security affairs

can demonstrate good critical thinking abilities

are committed to social engagement

You fullfill the criteria
if you....



Deadline for application: 05.08.2023

Interview date: 22-23.08.2023

Final announcement: 30.08.2023

Orientation day: 05.09.2023

 

Dates and Timeline
 



dtsdh@dav.edu.vn
&

Phuong.vu@kas.de

Please send your application in one PDF file 
(CV, application form, cover letter and motivation)

to:

  We are looking forward to your application!



Le Minh: Many eye-opening insights and key political aspects were touched upon and deeply
dived into during the program. Ever since I was a student of DAV, I have longed for the
opportunity to be surrounded by like-minded diplomats and be able to share my honest
thoughts and beliefs on the bright future of Vietnam Diplomacy. Thank to KAS,  I also got the
chance to build close connection with talented and dedicated young diplomats. 

 
 

 
Ha Anh: The program fostered a vibrant intellectual exchange, allowing us to learn from one
another and broaden our global outlook. Interacting with these talented young scholars not
only enriched our academic journey but also nurtured lifelong friendships and professional

networks. I am immensely grateful to Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung Vietnam for facilitating this
global platform for connection and collaboration

Linh Thai: I had the privilege of connecting with brilliant minds from diverse backgrounds,
each with a unique perspective and passion for international relations. This program has
undoubtedly been a life-changing experience for me!

Hoai Phuong: Apart from the financial assistance, this scholarship  also gave us chances to
learn from some of the greatest minds, and seeing their passion and dedication really
inspired young learners like us and motivated us to stay on the path we’ve chosen. I am
excited for what opportunities this scholarship allows the next generation of scholars to
pursue and further learn.

Sharings of sholarship holders 
term 2022/2023

Huong Linh: I’m deeply grateful for the Kondrad Adenauer Stiftung and the Diplomatic Academy of
Vietnam for this invaluable chance which helped me pursued my master degree and fulfill needed
skills beneficial for my further study. Beyond that, it was also a joyous journey with KAS where I met
and befriended with intelligent fellows who share the passion for IR and the eagerness for
continuous learning like me and other scholarship holders.


